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As controversy continues on therapeutic
cloning to create human embryos, applying the 
technique—also known as somatic cell nuclear
transfer—in animals is generating important
insights into disease development.

Some scientists are using the approach to
study epigenetic alterations—chromosomal
modifications that do not alter the DNA
sequence—which can cause cancer. “A 
principal question in cancer research is what
part of the cancer cell phenotype comes from
genetic defects and what part is epigenetic,”says
Rudolf Jaenisch, professor of biology at the
Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research.
“Nuclear transfer experiments can tell us that.”

Therapeutic cloning involves injecting 
the nucleus of an adult cell into an egg 
that has had its own nucleus removed.
Scientists have found that when the nucleus
of a cancer cell is introduced into an 
egg, the cell’s epigenetic features are 
stripped away—a process known as ‘nuclear
reprogramming.’ “This is because epigenetic
alterations, unlike genetic alterations, are
reversible,” says Jaenisch.

Once injected, the nucleus undergoes 
dramatic changes in structure and 
protein composition that somehow reset 
its genetic material and allow it to direct
embryonic development, says Emory
University geneticist Paul Wade.

One such modification,as indicated by recent

experiments in Xenopus embryos, is the removal
of methyl groups from specific regions of DNA.
This may be a necessary step in the epigenetic
reprogramming of the nucleus, the researchers
suggest in the October Nature Cell Biology.

As cells differentiate, they accrue many 
other types of epigenetic alterations, such as 
the addition of phosphates or removal of
acetyl groups from histones, or chromosomal
proteins, and trigger changes in chromatin
structure. Defects in these processes have been
linked to cancer and other diseases.

Tumor suppressor genes are often 
methylated in cancer cells, notes Peter Jones,
professor of biochemistry at the University
of Southern California. Methylation keeps
these genes turned off, promoting tumor
growth, he says. “It has always been believed
that once a gene becomes methylated,
it is permanently silenced,” Jones adds.
“The [Xenopus] findings show that this

silencing may not be permanent.”
Jaenisch and his colleagues have also shown

that nuclei from a skin cancer cell can be repro-
grammed to direct normal development of a
mouse embryo—meaning that removal of the
epigenetic alterations is enough to restore cells
to normal (Genes Dev. 18, 1875–1885; 2004).An
earlier study reported similar results with brain
tumor cells (Cancer Res. 63, 2733–2736; 2003).

Based on such findings, pharmaceutical
companies are racing to develop and test ‘epige-
netic therapies’—for example, drugs that pre-
vent the addition of methyl groups might
reactivate silenced tumor suppressor genes.
Some such drugs are already in use to treat dis-
orders such as myeloid dysplastic syndrome
and sickle cell anemia and are being tested for
some types of cancer. Compounds that can pre-
vent histone deacetylation are also in early clin-
ical trials for cancer and rheumatoid arthritis.

Because many normal cells continuously
undergo epigenetic modifications, these drugs
may have several toxic side effects. They are also
unlikely to be effective in cancers whose origin
is strictly genetic.

The primary benefit from these studies is in
understanding disease mechanisms better, but
the drugs hold some promise of therapeutic
benefit. “If we can manipulate the human
epigenome,” says Wade, “we have the potential
to influence a large number of human diseases.”

Kris Novak, San Francisco

Therapeutic cloning gives silenced genes a second voice
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Reversing cancer: Scientists have cloned a normal
mouse from a melanoma cell.
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US panel recommends ‘black box’ warnings for antidepressants
Advisors to the US Food and Drug
Administration have asked the agency to add
tough warnings to antidepressant medications,
saying the drugs cause some children to
become suicidal.

The advisory committee said it was
concerned by data from 24 clinical trials
showing that most antidepressant
medications do not work in children. The
data, most of which has not been published in
peer-reviewed journals, also showed that these
drugs as a class increase the risk of suicidal
thoughts and behaviors in children.

“We have very strong evidence of harm and
not good evidence of efficacy, and I know

many practitioners are convinced these drugs
work,”said Thomas Newman, an
epidemiologist and pediatrician at the
University of California in San Francisco.

On 14 September, the committee voted 15
to 8 in favor of a so-called ‘black box’ warning
that would inform patients and doctors about
the risks.

Drug companies say the warning may scare
away children who need the treatment. But the
drugs’ critics claimed victory after the hearing,
saying the episode underscores the need for
full disclosure of data from clinical trials.

The controversy over antidepressant use in
children has accelerated the push for a clinical

trial registry. On 8 September, the editors of
12 leading medical journals announced that
trials published in their journals must be
registered at the outset in a public database.

Their announcement came one day after
the pharmaceutical industry trade
organization PhRMA said it plans to set up a
voluntary database where companies can post
results from clinical trials. At a congressional
hearing on 9 September, Eli Lilly executive
John Hayes explained why the pharmaceutical
industry is now eager to act:“There is clearly a
societal crisis in terms of the credibility of
drug company results,”Hayes said.

Erika Check, Washington, DC
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The US National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) is increasingly moving to adopt
schemes that promote open access to 
scientific information. Most scientists 
favor the plans, but the push is adding 
confusion over how to balance openness 
with simultaneously rising security concerns
about biodefense research.

Beginning in October, the NIH plans to
require grant applicants to describe how they
will make their data available to other scientists.
The agency has also announced plans to make
all NIH-funded research papers freely available
six months after publication.

There is other support for the open sharing of
data as well. The US National Research Council
in September released a report firmly advocating
continued public access to genome sequences of
microbial pathogens, saying the benefits of
sharing data outweigh the potential risks.

But as spending on biodefense research
continues to grow, some scientists and
administrators are concerned over the lack of
specific criteria for judging sensitive content.
The funds for applied research on infectious
diseases ballooned to a proposed $1.7 billion in
the 2005 budget, a 30-fold increase over the
2001 investment.

Some journal publishers are taking security
issues into their own hands by flagging papers
they think could pose security risks. One
scientist developed a gene therapy technique
that he realized could be used in nefarious ways.
"I thought, what do I do with this? Publish or
not publish? There are no mechanisms that tell
me what to do," he says. After calls to various
agencies, including the US Central Intelligence
Agency, he published the research. Several
months later, nothing has happened but "I'm
still worried," he says.

“I am not surprised by the tension and
confusion within the community,” says Ronald
Atlas, former director of the American Society
of Microbiology. Atlas advocates openness
wherever possible. “Some information is
inherently dangerous and should be
constrained,” he says, “but most information
should be openly dispersed.”

Atlas last year served on a National Academy
of Sciences (NAS) committee that
recommended establishing a National Science
Advisory Board for Biosecurity (Nat. Med. 10,
319; 2004). The board should guide federal and
local agencies on so-called ‘dual-use’ research—
legitimate biological research that could pose a
threat to public health or national security—the
committee said.

The board, to be housed at the NIH’s Office

of Biotechnology Activities (OBA), was
approved in March and is slated to have a
budget of $2.8 million per year. No board
members have yet been chosen, but the OBA is
selecting the first director and the initial
meeting will probably be held next year, says
Mary Groesch, senior advisor for scientific
policy at the OBA.

Board members will begin by addressing
criteria for identifying dual-use research. They
are also expected to draft an international code
of conduct for scientists and devise guidelines to
oversee dual-use research at the local level.

In the meantime, scientists concerned about
the safety of their research should turn to their

institute’s biosafety committee, says Anthony
Fauci, director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases. Although his
agency funds biodefense research, the number
of cases in which security concerns will pop up
is small, Fauci says.

Some administrators say the confusion could
be the push the community needs to step up the
debate. “Scientists need to engage the security
community so that concerns on each side can
be shared,” says Stephen Morse, head of the
Columbia University Center for Public Health
Preparedness in New York.“If they don’t, those
decisions may be made [for them].”

Emily Singer, Boston

Scientists stumped by dual push for open access, secrecy
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Europe’s retired research chimps stranded
Research chimpanzees from a Dutch
laboratory are looking for a new home, after
plans to move the animals to a Spanish village
fell through earlier this year.

The Dutch government finalized plans to
hand over 63 chimpanzees from the
Biomedical Primate Research Center in
Rijswijk to the charity Stichting AAP after the
government in 2002 banned use of the
animals for research (Nat. Med. 9, 981; 2003).
The AAP placed 30 chimps, infected with the
hepatitis C and simian immunodeficiency
viruses, at a 9,000-square-meter facility near
its headquarters. The remaining 33, which are
uninfected, were to live in four chimp
enclosures on a 45-hectare zone in Relleu, a
village of 1,000 on the Spanish
Mediterranean coast.

After agreeing to the project in 2002,
Relleu’s mayor, Santiago Cantó, reversed his
decision in March 2004, citing “social alarm”
about noises, odors and the risk of infectious
diseases from the chimps.

The AAP’s Jack Drenthe says entrepreneurs
interested in building tourist facilities at the
site misled Relleu’s citizens about the risks and
handed them newspaper clips about the risk of
contracting the Ebola virus by eating ape flesh.

The AAP is still asking Cantó to honor the
contract, but the mayor’s decision is unlikely
to change, says Vicente Urios, a zoologist at
nearby University of Alicante. A visit in July
by noted primatologist Jane Goodall had
little effect, nor did statements of support
from Spanish universities, Spain’s Royal
House and the European Commission. Cantó
declined to comment.

Meanwhile, the AAP is considering
whether to sue Cantó for the financial costs—

about €1 million—incurred thus far, and is
searching for an alternative site to house the
chimps. The charity has received offers from
sites in Italy and Austria and from Galicia in
northwest Spain, Drenthe says, but prefers to
remain in the Valencia region to avoid
duplicating the paperwork for veterinarian
and other authorizations.

One candidate is the animal theme park
Terra Natura in nearby Benidorm. The park
is not a practical long-term solution, but
might serve as a temporary site until either
the AAP finds another location, or Cantó
loses the next election, says Drenthe.

The animals are supposed to be euthanized
if they are not housed by June 2005, but
Drenthe says public pressure is likely to help
extend the deadline.

Xavier Bosch, Barcelona

Plans to house these research chimps have collapsed.
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The same chemicals that can induce the body
to fight infection can also sicken the brain: a
growing body of evidence suggests that
inflammation may be linked to depression.

Studies in animals “demonstrate quite
convincingly that signals from the immune
system get into the brain,” says Andrew Miller,
professor of psychiatry at Emory University.

Miller says the signaling molecules, or
cytokines, can alter the levels of
neurotransmitters such as dopamine 
and serotonin in the brain. In animals,
an increase in the level of cytokines can
induce ‘sickness behavior’—the animal
equivalent of depression.

Scientists have known for more than a
decade that cytokines such as interferon-alpha
and interleukin-2 can cause depression in
cancer patients. Miller’s work also suggests
that antidepressants given before cytokine
therapy can stave off depression. In that study,
only 11% of cancer patients who took the
antidepressant paroxetine two weeks before
starting cytokine therapy developed
depression, compared with 45% on placebo
(N. Engl. J. Med. 344, 961–966; 2001).

More recently, another study showed 
that treating cancer patients with cytokines
lowers blood levels of tryptophan—an
essential amino acid that is a precursor of
the mood-stabilizing neurotransmitter
serotonin. About one-third of patients on 
the medications became depressed 
(Mol. Psychiatry 7, 468–473; 2002).

In those patients, the lower the levels of
tryptophan, the more severe the depression,
says lead investigator Robert Dantzer,
director of the Center for Integrative
Neurobiology in Bordeaux, France. Dantzer
says the cytokines might be activating an
enzyme that breaks down tryptophan.

What isn’t clear is whether it is
byproducts of the enzyme’s actions on
tryptophan or tryptophan itself that cause
the behavioral changes.

In fact, both processes might be responsible.
Depression is a complex disorder that appears
to involve several separate brain systems. For
instance, cytokines can activate the
corticotropin-releasing factor pathway, which
regulates the stress response. Depression may
also involve the dopamine system, which is

implicated in addictive behaviors.
“People are starting to talk about 

different symptom complexes being mediated
by different pathways of neurocircuitry,”
says Miller.

Even if it is established as causing
depression, inflammation is unlikely 
to account for all cases of depression.
There is also little research on whether
circumstances such as job loss or divorce
can exacerbate inflammation.

That the immune system contributes to
depression in some cases is becoming
“incontrovertible,” says Philip Gold, chief
of neuroendocrinology at the US National
Institute of Mental Health.“But the idea has
not been generally accepted because there
hasn’t been a smoking gun.”

Proof of the theory would require
reversing brain inflammation with treatment,
“but we haven’t shown that yet,” Gold says.“A
system as complex as this is going to yield
contradictory data,” he adds.“But I really
believe [the link] is there. There are too many
pieces that are beginning to fit together.”

Gunjan Sinha, Frankfurt
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Ethical quagmire awaits vaccine for cocaine addiction
Treating cocaine addiction has proven a slow
and thorny task for scientists. The best bet, a
vaccine, is years away, but it has already raised
several ethical questions.

There are an estimated 1.5 million cocaine
addicts in the US alone and the related costs run
to more than $70 billion per year. But
developing drugs to fight cocaine addiction has
proven difficult. Most drugs of abuse, such as
heroin, stimulate the brain’s pleasure circuit by
triggering the release of neurotransmitters. But
cocaine steps in at the next stage, blocking the
reuptake of the neurotransmitters dopamine
and serotonin back into the nerve cells.

“Cocaine is an especially intractable
problem,” says Donald Landry, an addiction
researcher at Columbia University. “It’s
inherently difficult to block a blocker.”

Recruiting the immune system to block
cocaine’s effects is one alternative. Cocaine
molecules are too small to induce an immune
response, but by attaching a cocaine-like
molecule to a large protein, researchers found
they could coax the immune system into
making antibodies to both. The antibodies then
bind cocaine in the bloodstream, preventing the
drug from entering the brain.

Landry and several others are developing
immunization strategies, including vaccines
and antibodies, for cocaine addiction. But only

one vaccine, licensed to the British biotech
company Xenova, is in clinical trials. In Xenova’s
most recent trial, about 75% of vaccinated
addicts were able to abstain from cocaine for
three months, the company reported in August,
and subjects who relapsed said the high they felt
was less potent than before. The company is set
to test the vaccine in a bigger phase 2 trial.

Even an effective vaccine would not arrest
cocaine addiction, researchers warn.“The word
‘vaccine’ is accurate, but perhaps unfortunate,”
says Paul Pentel, professor of pharmacology at

the University of Minnesota.“These are not like
vaccines for infectious diseases—it’s much
more analogous to medication.”

What’s more, using the vaccine is fraught
with ethical pitfalls: can an addict truly consent
to treatment? Should governments compel
high-risk individuals—such as those convicted
for drug use—to be vaccinated? Who would
decide who is at risk?

“These issues could really tarnish the
potential of a medication that could otherwise
be very effective for many people,” says Henrick
Harwood, who last year chaired an advisory
panel convened by the US National Institute on
Drug Abuse on the topic.

Creating a framework for discussing those
questions in advance could prevent policies that
are not rooted in science. In August, a UK
government–appointed panel called the Brain
Science, Addiction and Drugs Project proposed
vaccinating children—potentially even as
infants—deemed at risk of using drugs.

Even apart from the ethical dilemmas, such
schemes are impractical, researchers say. The
vaccine is effective for just three months,
requiring four to five doses during that time,
notes Landry. “You could immunize all these
people,” he says,“but you’d be signing them on
for monthly injections for the rest of their lives.”

Alla Katsnelson, New York

A UK panel has proposed vaccinating people—
including children—at high risk of addiction.
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Inflamed brains can trigger the blues, studies suggest
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US set to fight fat
The US National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
in late August announced a comprehensive
research plan to fight obesity.

A year-long task force led by NIH scientists
and advised by outside obesity experts
identified four areas of study: lifestyle
modification, medical treatments, the link
between obesity and related conditions such as
diabetes and heart disease, and interdisciplinary
topics such as intervention aimed at children.

The same week, a 13-member panel of
clinicians and researchers in nutrition,
epidemiology and public health announced
recommendations for the US government's
nutritional guidelines. The committee's report
did not directly recommend eating less sugar,
but alluded to risks of sugar consumption.

Despite recent reports linking sugary
beverages to obesity and type 2 diabetes (JAMA
292, 927; 2004; Obes. Res. 12, 778; 2004),
industry groups dismiss the evidence, instead
emphasizing consumers’ responsibility in
maintaining a healthy diet and lifestyle.
Researchers and advocacy groups have criticized
the government, saying its indulgence of trade
interests undermines efforts to combat the
country's bulging waistlines.

A worldwide antiobesity initiative launched
in May by the World Health Organization
identified sugar, salt and fats as contributors to
obesity despite strong pressure from the US
and from international sugar manufacturers.

Flu pandemic plan unveiled
The US government has devised a long-awaited
plan to combat a potential influenza pandemic.
But some key elements, such as how much
vaccine and antiviral medicine to stockpile and
how to prioritize who should receive it, are
pending.

Experts warn that flu viruses—such as the
H5N1 strain of avian influenza—could mutate
and trigger a pandemic. H5N1 rarely passes from
birds to humans but has killed more than two
dozen people this year. Reports that pigs in
China last year became infected with H5N1 have
sparked fears that the animals could serve as ‘mixing bowls’ in which the viruses could acquire
the ability to transmit between people (Nature 430, 955; 2004).

A pandemic would require quickly boosting vaccine production, but the US receives its flu
vaccine from only two companies. Chiron Corporation, which is slated to produce half of the
100 million flu vaccine doses required by the US for the coming year, announced in late
August that it would delay shipment by one month because some doses had been
contaminated.

Officials have instead stockpiled 1 million doses of the antiviral medicine Tamiflu, to be
used as a front line of defense while enough vaccines are made. But a recent study found that
18% of children treated with Tamiflu quickly produced drug-resistant strains of the virus
(Lancet 364, 759; 2004).
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Cloning claims kill article 
A fertility journal has revoked plans to
publish a paper by renegade researcher
Panayiotis Zavos after he announced on 30
August that he had created cloned embryos
from the DNA of dead people.

Zavos is notorious for his cloning claims.
In January, he announced that he had
implanted a cloned embryo into a woman
(Nature 427, 278; 2004), but retracted 
the statement after scientists demanded
proof. This time, Zavos told a press
conference that his research—which
involved injecting DNA from deceased
donors into cow eggs—had been accepted
for publication. Zavos also accepted money
for the experiments from the donors’
families.

The editor-in-chief of the Journal of
Assisted Reproduction and Genetics then
announced he would not print the paper
because Zavos had publicly released the
data before publication. He also said that
the report had not mentioned that the
donor cells came from deceased
individuals.

Meanwhile, on 2 September Singapore
passed legislation that bans reproductive
cloning but allows embryonic stem cell
research. The US continues to support an
international ban on both therapeutic and
reproductive cloning. A United Nations
meeting to decide a worldwide cloning
policy has been scheduled for October.

Genes may be key to autism
Autism can be traced to the interplay 
of two or more genes, including the so-
called Angelman gene, with the
environment, reports a new American
Journal of Medical Genetics study that
fuels the ongoing debate about the origins
of the disease.

There is some basis to believe genetics
has a role in autism. For instance, there 
is a 90% chance that the identical twin 
of an autistic person will also develop 
the disorder. But because autism is likely
to be a complex disorder with multiple
components, there has been little progress
in determining its cause.

Meanwhile, the debate over whether
vaccines containing thimerosal can 
trigger autism continues, despite an
Institute of Medicine report in May
rejecting the link.

Columbia University researchers
announced in June that the preservative
can cause autism-like behavior in some
strains of mice (Mol. Psychiatry. 9,
833–845; 2004). But an epidemiological
study of more than 1,000 autistic 
children found no link between
vaccination and the disorder (Lancet 364,
963; 2004).

In the UK, childhood immunization
rates for measles, mumps and rubella 
have fallen from 92% in 1996 to 82% last
year.

Big push for US nanotech
cancer plan
The US National Cancer Institute (NCI) on 
13 September announced a five-year $144.5
million plan to translate nanotechnology-
based cancer research into clinical advances.

The NCI will create a cross-disciplinary
alliance of researchers, clinicians and private
and public organizations to drive research 
in six different program areas, including
molecular and in vivo imaging, drug delivery
techniques and sensing devices that
determine whether a treatment is working.

The money will be used to train researchers
and clinicians, fund research projects and
form at least five new centers of excellence.
During the first three years, the plan will fund
projects closest to clinical application, after
which it will focus on longer-term research.

Several nanotechnologies have shown
potential in fighting cancer, but some experts
warn of health risks that could be associated
with nanoparticles.

Bird flu has claimed 29 lives this year.

News Briefs written by Alla Katsnelson
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Everyone who knows John Hardy has a favorite John Hardy story. In one
illustrative tale, the noted neurobiologist was traveling with his colleague
Gerard Schellenberg. Hardy unwittingly picked up the wrong suitcase
when they parted for the evening, and emerged the next morning
obliviously decked out in Schellenberg’s clothes.

“He said he just thought his wife had bought him some new clothes,”
recalls Karen Duff, Hardy’s former postdoctoral fellow at the University of
South Florida in Tampa.“He’s in his own little world,” Duff says.“It’s very
endearing, but it can also get frustrating.”

Affectionately nicknamed ‘Scruffy’ by former lab members, Hardy has
an idiosyncratic—some would say challenged—dress sense that has
become the stuff of legend. At last year’s meeting of the Society for
Neuroscience, an informal gathering of researchers unanimously
christened him the worst-dressed scientist in the field. During an
interview at his laboratory, he wore chinos and leather flip-flops over
dingy cotton tube socks, and in the course of the day his big toe began to
peek through a hole in one sock. When he worked at the Mayo Clinic in
Jacksonville, Duff says, Hardy was directed to keep his distance from areas
in which he might be seen by patients.

Alison Goate, another former postdoc and a collaborator, remembers
Hardy careering around London on an old motorbike, usually wearing
tattered canvas deck shoes. She giggles when describing the mayhem of
his office, but says,“Obviously, his mind is much more organized.”

Indeed, Hardy is a prolific and pioneering researcher in the study of
neurodegenerative diseases. His 30-member lab at the US National
Institute on Aging (NIA) generates about one paper per week, focusing
their efforts on finding disease-associated genes, and on the origins of
Alzheimer and Parkinson diseases.

In the contentious world of Alzheimer research, Hardy is a ‘BAPtist’: he
believes that deposition of β-amyloid is the triggering event in Alzheimer
disease. In 1991 he and Goate won the race to identify a mutation in the
gene encoding β-amyloid precursor protein in families with early-onset
Alzheimer disease.

“I remember when we found the mutation, going back and telling my
then-wife that this was going to change our life,” says Hardy during an
interview at a coffeehouse in New York’s Greenwich Village. “I felt we’d
cracked Alzheimer’s. I felt we’d done something that had made a real
difference.” As he talks, Hardy sips his third iced latte and alternately
scrolls through PowerPoint illustrations on his laptop, checks his
BlackBerry for emails and doodles pictures of neurons in a notebook.

But Hardy can also claim allegiance to the opposing group, called
‘Tauists.’ His groundbreaking Nature paper links mutations in the gene
that encodes tau to the neurofibrillary tangles of frontotemporal
dementia (Nature 393, 702–705; 1998). Hardy counts the discovery
among the two or three biggest moments of his career, and remembers an
intense rush when they comprehended the pattern of effect: “You go from
no understanding to total understanding in a 10-minute conversation.”

Hardy has always been good at developing protégées and infecting
them with his enthusiasm, says Mike Hutton, one of Hardy’s key
collaborators in Florida. As Hardy’s postdoc, Hutton received primary
authorship for the Nature paper.

Hardy’s decision three years ago to join the NIA surprised some who

had worked with him.“John and bureaucracy do not get along—he really
doesn’t like rules and establishment, so he blazes his own path,” says Duff,
now an associate professor at the Nathan Kline Institute in New York.

Hardy admits that he is “temperamental” and generally ill-suited to
government, but says change keeps him on his toes.“There’s a tendency
just to slip into the same routine, you know? You don’t want to get too
comfortable—at least I don’t.” He has consistently uprooted himself every
five to seven years, and says he expects to do so at least once more.

In Bethesda, Hardy’s staff lay claim to the master office suite, while he
occupies a far-flung cell that looks like it could double as a broom closet.
“This is a good way to defend against others complaining,”he says.

But one gets the impression that Hardy feels more comfortable
operating at a degree of remove. He commands little attention as he kicks
up dust in the corridors, and his staffers flash polite but nonchalant smiles
as they peek up or pass in the hallway.

“He cruises along on the tops of all the waves, fairly oblivious to the
chaos he’s caused around him,” Duff says half-jokingly. In the past, Hardy
has given assistants his signature authority and preferred not to be bogged
down by details.“He instills a sense of keeping sight of the big picture, not
taking short-term setbacks to heart,” Duff says. “It does give you a sense
that anything’s possible.”

In Hardy’s world, anything is indeed possible. He harbors notions of
writing about the world’s street foods and once managed to ring up a
$1,100 tab while drinking whiskey and singing ‘Yellow Submarine’ in a
karaoke bar in Osaka.

Legend holds that in the late 1980s, visitors to Hardy’s laboratory in
London were greeted with a poem taped to his office door: “Amyloid is
not the gene/ The scientists have come clean/ They said it was duplicated/
But that could not be replicated/ Amyloid is not the gene.”

Hardy composed the verse and, the story goes, had it rejected for
publication by Science. The poem was later preserved at the behest of his
lab, illustrating his lighthearted humor and, indirectly, his capacity to test
out his assumptions.

“Most of the time he’s doing real science, which is not trying to prove
your own hypothesis, but to disprove it,” says Mark Smith, a prominent
opponent of the amyloid orthodoxy and a researcher at Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland. “I believe [Hardy] would turn around
and modify his hypothesis in the face of any compelling evidence against
it [where] many of his followers would still cling to it.”

Still, Hardy is frequently obliged to attend meetings and defend the
amyloid hypothesis against the barbs of those who dispute it. It’s a duty
that, frankly, he says he could do without.

“I’m kind of tired of doing the same debate over and over and over
again,” he says.“It’s like being asked to sing ‘A Whiter Shade of Pale’ every
time I go out. I don’t feel like singing that song anymore. I have other
albums I want to sell.”

Bruce Diamond, Bethesda

John Hardy
In science, as in fashion, it pays to have a healthy irreverence for the
trends. John Hardy has helped outfit clashing views about the origins
of Alzheimer disease, but has always managed to steer clear of cliché.

“There’s a tendency just to
slip into the same routine,
you know? You don’t want
to get too comfortable—at
least I don’t.”
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write a month’s supply of tricyclics and send
the patient away,” Licinio says. But because
SSRIs are safe in terms of overdose, he says,
“People think of them as safe overall.”

But that might change: in recent months, the
UK has banned the use of most SSRIs in those
under 18 and the FDA has been advised to add
labels warning patients and doctors about the
drugs’ link to suicide (see page 1005). Although
most of the controversy surrounds the drugs’
use in children, there is renewed attention on
whether they are safe even in adults.

If new analysis finds that SSRIs and other
drugs of its class are unsafe, what are the
alternatives? Pharmaceutical pipelines for
antidepressants are discouragingly dry.
What’s more, any new drug for depression
might carry the same risk of suicide—unless
pharmaceutical companies can design one
that would rapidly lift melancholic moods,
says Licinio. “But such a drug doesn’t exist.”

Severe depression is often characterized by
suicidal impulses but most patients are so

lacking in energy and paralyzed by their 
illness—a condition dubbed ‘psychomotor
retardation’—that they don’t act on those
impulses. But when patients are treated with
antidepressants, different symptoms of the
illness lift at different rates. “The psychomo-
tor retardation is the first thing to go, existen-
tial sadness is the last thing to go,” says Licinio.

Psychiatrists recognize that, by giving peo-
ple the energy to act out their destructive
thoughts, the drugs effectively make people
acutely vulnerable to suicide. But family
physicians and internists, who have increas-
ingly taken on the treatment of depressed
patients, might not know that. “Treatment of
depression has this built-in period when 
people become more suicidal before they get
better—we were all taught this,” says Licinio.
“That never went away, people just forgot
about it.”

Mysteries of the mind:
A safe and effective drug for depression would
be a goldmine for any pharmaceutical 
company. Depression affects about 1 in 10
people and some studies estimate that one in
five women might at one point in life battle a
depressive episode. That’s not all: SSRIs are
prescribed ‘off label’ for any number of condi-
tions, from anxiety and obsessive-compulsive
disorders to premenstrual dysphoric disorder

Mood Swings

In 1988, Julio Licinio was finishing his 
residency in psychiatry at the New York
Hospital-Cornell Medical Center. In those
days, the mainstay of treatment for patients
with depression was a class of drugs called 
tricyclics. The drugs caused serious side
effects and carried the risk of a fatal overdose,
so patients were closely monitored.

That year, the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approved fluoxetine, a
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, or
SSRI, for depression. Marketed by Eli Lilly as
Prozac, fluoxetine rapidly gained a reputation
for being as effective as tricyclics, but safer
and with fewer side effects. Within a year,
sales of Prozac rocketed to $350 million. “It
was a big turning point,” says Licinio, now a 
professor of psychiatry at the University of
California in Los Angeles.

Within just a few years, Prozac, and others
like it that followed, transformed the way
antidepressants were prescribed. “Tricyclics
were not prescribed like candy, nobody would

As antidepressants come under scrutiny for their suspected link to
suicide, skeptics question how safe and effective the ‘miracle
drugs’ really are. But as Apoorva Mandavilli discovers, the
prospects for a better alternative are downright depressing.
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and addictions—including shopping addic-
tion. Because of the drug’s effect in delaying
orgasm, it has also been prescribed for prema-
ture ejaculation. Worldwide, the market for
antidepressants is an estimated $17 billion.

But for decades, every new contender for
that market has been just a slight variation on
its predecessors, in large part because no one
really knows what depression is or what
causes it.

We know, for instance, that depression has
a familial or genetic component, that it is
attributable in part to life events, particularly
those that occur early in life, and that it is
accompanied by high levels of stress 
hormones and anhedonia—a lack of enjoy-
ment in food, sex and other pleasurable
things. Beyond that, the details are sketchy.

With only a tenuous grasp on the workings
of the depressed mind, scientists have been
hard-pressed to find drugs to treat it. “All the
molecular targets we point to seem to be
linked somehow to the symptoms,” says David
Schulz, executive director for CNS Discovery
Biology and General Pharmacology at Pfizer.
“We have no convincing evidence at all 
that [the existing drugs] contribute to the
underlying pathology.”

In fact, the current repertoire of drugs is
largely a result of luck. The first antidepressants
were discovered in the 1950s when people
being treated for tuberculosis reported feeling
happier and more energetic. Scientists later
found that the drugs increase the levels of a
group of chemicals called monoamines that
transmit messages across nerve cells. Existing
antidepressants work either by preventing the
breakdown or by inhibiting the reuptake of
these monoamines—serotonin, norepineph-
rine and dopamine—from the synapse.

Tricyclics nonselectively raise levels of
serotonin and norepinephrine. Most new
drugs are selective for serotonin, and a few—
such as reboxetine, marketed as Edronax in
Europe—target norepinephrine. Some of the
drugs increase appetite, others have a 
sedative component, yet others dramatically
boost energy levels. Because different people
respond to different drugs, experts say it is
important to have so many variations on the
same theme. But overall, differences in the
drugs are marginal.

At the level of neurons, the drugs’ action is
seen within hours, but full clinical effect can
take up to eight weeks. “What that tells us is
that all the drugs we have are acting so remote
from the mechanism that produces the 
antidepressant effect,” says Florian Holsboer,
director of the Max Planck Institute of
Psychiatry in Munich. “So there must be
something else in between.”

To tap more closely into the basic 
underpinnings of depression, companies 
are exploring targets in stress-hormone 
regulation, brain-specific proteins and 
circadian rhythms. For instance, about 75% 
of Wyeth Pharmaceuticals’ programs in 
depression and anxiety focus on new 
mechanisms. But drugs that rely on new
mechanisms are in the very initial stages of
being tested. For the time being, monoamines
continue to be the primary targets.

Is more better?
Approved this summer, Eli Lilly’s Cymbalta
exemplifies a new trend in antidepressant
development. Like tricyclics, Cymbalta
raises levels of both serotonin and 
norepinephrine. GlaxoSmithKline’s (GSK)
Wellbutrin XL, approved in 2003, affects
norepinephrine and dopamine. In early
August, DOV Pharmaceuticals licensed two
triple reuptake inhibitors—which target all
three monoamines—to Merck. Another
triple reuptake compound at DOV is set to
enter trials later this year.

The rationale is that by aiming at multiple
receptors, the drugs will either be faster or
capture a bigger percent of responders, says
Phil Skolnick, chief scientific officer of DOV
Pharmaceuticals.

But critics say that the combination drugs
are a marketing ploy. “[The theories] are so
speculative and they’re presented with so
much authority,” says Jon Jureidini, head of
psychological medicine at Women’s and
Children’s Hospital in Adelaide, Australia.
When SSRIs first emerged, the companies
defined depression as imbalances in serotonin,
Jureidini notes. “Now that they’re promoting
the serotonin [plus] norepinephrine drugs, it’s

not just all about serotonin anymore. It’s
about other neurotransmitters,” he says. “The
science follows the marketing to a certain
extent.”

Jureidini and others say there is no 
evidence that the double reuptake drugs are
any better. In fact, the FDA’s analysis cites the
highest number of problems with venlafaxine
(Effexor), which raises levels of both 
serotonin and norepinephrine.

Experts outside the industry are more
optimistic about antagonists of the corti-
cotropin releasing factor (CRF), a stress 
hormone. The link between stress and
depression is well-documented and there is
evidence that levels of cortisol are elevated in
the spinal fluid of depressed patients. “That’s
probably the best biology that’s been worked
out for depression,” says Ranga Krishnan,
chair of psychiatry at Duke University.

The only human trial of a CRF antagonist
was a small but promising proof-of-principle
study by Holsboer’s group in Munich. But at
high doses, the compound produced a 
troubling increase in liver enzymes, and was
shelved when Belgium-based Janssen, which
held the license, was acquired by Johnson and
Johnson (J & J).

In 1996, Pfizer also abandoned a CRF
antagonist when researchers there uncovered
toxicity in preclinical studies. Still, both
Holsboer and Pfizer maintain that the 
problems were specific to those compounds
and have no bearing on the validity of the
hypothesis. Nearly every major company is
now pursuing CRF antagonists, which are
widely acknowledged as the lead alternative to
available antidepressants.

Most of the CRF compounds are in phase 1
trials or earlier. Because cortisol regulates
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immune response to infections, a successful
CRF antagonist would have to act on the
brain receptors but not in the periphery.
“That’s not an easy task,” notes Krishnan. As a
result, he says, “everyone is going very, very
slowly and making sure they understand the
pharmacology.”

Lower on the list of candidate drugs are those
that target substance P, a member of the 
neurokinin family of brain-specific peptides.
Merck’s report in 1998 that its substance P
antagonist was a powerful antidepressant
marked the first promising results from a non-
monoamine drug (Science 281, 1640–1645;
1998). But in subsequent phase 3 trials, the
drug proved ineffective. It is now being mar-
keted for nausea associated with chemotherapy.

Merck, Pfizer and others have since shelved
their substance P programs, but a few 
companies, including GSK, continue to 
pursue them. Other drugs in early development
target receptors for the neurotransmitter 
glutamate, or attempt to reset the disrupted
sleep patterns in depressed patients.

Trials and error:
The biggest hurdle in developing drugs that
veer from the monoamine hypothesis is that
there are few animal models to validate them.
The scarcity of models is a catch-22 of sorts:
depression is considered a state unique to
human beings, meaning animals do not get
depressed, so animal models can only reflect
pieces of the symptoms or behavior.

Most existing models recreate monoamine
defects and may not be predictive for the new
classes of compounds. But that’s not likely to
stop the companies. “If we failed to see 
activity, we wouldn’t be discouraged by it,”
says Pfizer’s Schulz. “If you believe strongly in
your hypothesis and there’s a lot of science
behind it, you should go ahead anyway.”

Once in human trials, the compounds are
up against a formidable ‘placebo effect,’ which
dominates discussions about antidepressant
development. Some studies say that in as
many as half of all depression trials, the drugs
do not prove significantly better than a
placebo. Critics argue that this is because the
drugs are no better than placebos. But many
experts—including those without financial
ties to the industry—say the placebo effect is a
real challenge.

Depression is often defined by arbitrary
and subjective symptoms rather than 
concrete physiological data, so the kind of
people recruited into trials can vary wildly.
Companies also shy away from the severely
depressed and increasingly enroll those with
mild or transient depression, the very group
most likely to respond to placebos.

Future trials are also likely to be scrutinized
carefully for any link between the drug and 
suicide. One analysis by David Healy, director
of the North Wales department of psychologi-
cal medicine, suggests that in mildly depressed
or anxious people and even among healthy
individuals, the drugs can trigger suicidal
thoughts.“The risk of suicide seems if anything
to increase with antidepressants,” says Healy,
who has consulted for many manufacturers.

But Healy’s analysis is hotly debated. Some,
like Licinio—who has no ties to manufacturers
of antidepressants—say the risk is inherent to
treating depression. Others say most suicides
are by people who are not on antidepressants.
“If anything, SSRIs lower the risk of suicide
statistically,” says DOV’s Skolnick.

But most agree that much more needs to be
done to understand exactly how the drugs
affect depressed brains. “I don’t dispute the
numbers. What I don’t accept from [Healy’s]
analysis is that there is a direct causal link,” says
Spilios Argyropoulos, consultant psychiatrist

at South London and Maudsley NHS Trust.
“It’s not a straightforward question and it’s 
not as straightforward an answer as it’s made 
to be.”

Gray skies ahead:
There is almost universal agreement among
experts that antidepressants are overused and
oversold. But even the most skeptical of critics
agree that the drugs are sorely needed. “I’m in
favor of using these drugs but I think in the
case of the people less severely ill, you’ve got
to take much, much more care,” says Healy.

Pushing the drugs too hard, too fast, without
enough information about their safety, can
eventually bring on too many restrictions—
and keep them from the people who really
need them, Healy says. Lawsuits from various
governments are pressuring companies to be
more forthcoming about negative results from
trials so that people can be aware of the risks
long before there is a crisis. GSK has released
results from its trials on its website. Merck and
J & J have both supported the idea of a clinical
trial registry and Eli Lilly has said it would list
all trials for its approved drugs by the end of
the year.

But it is not clear how much of a difference
that will make. Lilly’s pledge only applies to its
approved drugs: any unpublished information
about earlier-stage drugs has to be cleared
through a lengthy approval process. Merck
will not disclose information on any drugs
before they enter phase 3 trials.

Still, the controversy is likely to change the
way the industry operates. “The way it’s
affecting us is that we’re a little more conser-
vative in launching trials in the first place,”
says Schulz. “The days when we throw a lot of
money at depression and hope for the best are
probably over.”

Realistically, companies will also have to
abandon their hope of developing a drug that
will work in all people, says Holsboer, who
predicts that future antidepressants will be
targeted to specific subgroups of patients.
Holsboer, Licinio and others are trying to find
genetic variations that might predict whether
someone will respond to a given antidepres-
sant. Others are hunting for genes that might
predispose people to depression.

In the meantime, people might begin to
think twice before popping the pills, and 
consider opting instead for psychotherapy.
Physicians might also exercise much more
caution before prescribing the drugs, says
Licinio.“At least this will alert people that this
is not cosmetic psychopharmacology,” he
says. “You have to follow the patients.”

Apoorva Mandavilli is Nature Medicine’s
senior news editor
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Blues clues: a sampling of antidepressants in development
Drug name Mode of action Manufacturer Developmental phase

Duloxetine Serotonin/norepinephrine Eli Lilly Approved August 2004 
(Cymbalta) double reuptake inhibitor

DVS-233 Serotonin/norepinephrine Wyeth Phase 3 
double reuptake inhibitor

Memantine NMDA antagonist Forest Labs Phase 3

3 DOV 216,303 Serotonin/norepinephrine/ DOV/Merck Phase 2 
dopamine triple reuptake inhibitorr

597599 Substance P antagonist GSK Phase 2

CP-448,187 CRF-1 antagonist Pfizer Phase 1/2

unknown CRF-1 antagonist Neurogen/Aventis Pre-clinical


